ROUND 2 INTERVIEW
November 1, 2019
BRENDON TODD ( -11)
Q. Just some comments on the round. Did you see a round like this coming today?
BRENDON TODD: I did, yeah. I mean, this golf course (inaudible) for me. It's one of the
shorter ones we play on the Tour and it forces everybody to hit the ball with the same clubs
off the tee because there's cross bunkers and (inaudible) in certain places. The good thing
about that for me is, I'm hitting the same clubs into the greens as everybody else and for
some reason that tends to work out well in my favor. So the course is good for me, for my
game, and I've been swinging well. I had a couple nice rounds in Houston two weeks ago,
so I was pretty optimistic about how I would play this week. And then today just kind of
(inaudible) nothing was perfect. I did birdie my first hole, No. 10, made a nice up-and-down
on 11 from the bunker to keep momentum going. Missed a makeable one on 12, maybe
missed another makeable one on 15 from about five feet for birdie and then (inaudible). I
think I made another birdie, I think I birdied 14 as well. Then kind of stalled out for a little
while. Had a nice up-and-down on two for birdie and birdied the last four. I made a
20-footer on six, a 15-footer on seven, a 30-footer on eight and a 10-footer on nine for birdie.
Just some good approach shots and some really good putting today.
Q. You obviously know how to win out here on Tour. How much has that been on
your mind to get your way back up into contention and to possibly get that next Tour
win?
BRENDON TODD: Yeah, you know, having more full status again this year, the goal really
is to get in contention as many times as I can and get another win because that's the easiest
way to keep your card, get back to where I want to be, which is playing in the big events. I
think this is a good opportunity for us to come out here and get in contention and practice a
little bit, see what that feels like. And yeah, I've been successful when I've been in the lead
in my career. I (inaudible) the last couple rounds on the Web Tour in '08 -- Korn Ferry Tour,
sorry. Then another one on the Korn Ferry Tour in '13 and I won at the Byron Nelson when I
was leading on the weekend. So my problem has always been just getting out of the box,
getting in contention and getting the lead on the weekend. I think (inaudible) converted it.
Really cool to see if I can get a few more of those and see how well I can do.
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